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Our commitment in action

Our colleague social value 

definition fundamentally considers 

creating awareness and support to our 

colleagues in key areas including:

• Diversity and inclusion

• Mental health first aiders and people 

managers trained across the 

organisation

• Employee wellbeing assistance 

program introduced for all colleagues
.

Colleague

Our Circularity definition comes from the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation: “A circular
economy is based on the principles of
designing out waste and pollution, 
keeping products and materials in 
use, and regenerating natural 
systems.”

• Sustainable product
development

• Sustainable packaging 
solutions

• Define recycling offer

Circularity

Our wider community social value 

definition fundamentally considers 

the impact in the communities 

Arco, our suppliers and customers 

operate within, including:

• Build on ethical trading 

principles

• Supply chain community 

projects 

• Introduce social value projects 

within the communities we 

operate

Community
Our Climate definition is based on the principle of: 
The responsible use of valuable resources that 
exist in limited quantities or when used excessively 
result in longer term environmental damage.

• Carbon and water footprint, inc. Scope 1,2 and 3
• Electrification of fleet
• Waste management

Climate

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-economy/what-is-the-circular-economy


Carbon – Scope 1 and 2

We’re aiming* for a

50% reduction

by 2030. Our actions 

include ….
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Our new BREEAM 

‘Very High’ HQ

A £200,000 

investment in energy 

efficiency 

improvements 

is just the beginning

All our electricity is 

purchased from

renewable sources 

Transitioning to 

an electric fleet 

is a priority



In the meantime…..

We’re carbon neutral for Scope 1 and 2 from August 2021 through 
investments in offsetting 

Why China and Madagascar?

To enable us to give back to the

countries and communities who 

support our supply chain   



Greenhouse Gas Emissions – Scope 1, 2 and 3



Our ‘sustainability’ affiliations

So what does this mean to our stakeholders?

We hope this demonstrates Arco’s long standing commitment 

to learning, aligning and proactively contributing to

leading expert organisations dedicated to protecting our planet and 

the people living on it

Signatory for 
over

3 years 

Achieved Gold Status in

2018
Awarded Silver medal  in

2020

Only top 10% of 
members achieve this

Circular Workwear 

Project



Due diligence in sourcing

Sustainability and circularity at heart of corporate strategies and goals

Cutting through ‘greenwash’ as significant as: 

Product quality, performance, compliance and ethical sourcing

Critical to the planet, our customer’s values and brand reputations

Confidence in supply chains is a priority for all stakeholders

Current offer and own brand and proprietary launches over the next 18 months 

To ensure all claims are credible, impactful and validated

Now our standard practice 

We’ve already reduced our textile 

carbon footprint by 5% since 2018 –

that’s the Arco label and proprietary 

brands 

Compliance, ethical  and 

sustainability are the leading factors 

in our NPD and sourcing process



Reducing our impact on packaging and landfill waste 

Trials underway now at our NDC testing 

alternative bags, tape and void fill Our goal: remove, reduce and replace

packaging

Eradicate all unnecessary packaging 

and remaining packaging is made 

from recycled sources and can be 

widely recycled or reused

We’ve introduced a 

hierarchy for proprietary 

vendors, including  FSC

All plastic packaging on 

target to contain 30% 

recycled materials by April 

2022

Waste is segregated across

our whole operation and 

collections are consolidated

We’ve engaged with one of Europe’s largest packaging 

compliance and advisory bodies for next 3 years



ETI Members since 2007

First safety distributor to join the ETI

Defined strategy and process agreed with ETI and 

reported annually

Dedicated ethical team in Hull and Xiamen

3rd party supplier audit program

Recognised by customers and beyond

Arco ‘Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking 

Statement 2020’ provides further information 

Joint Arco and ETI projects:

Malaysia – protecting migrant labour

Bangladesh – helping fight against COVID-19

Arco are independently assessed by: 

Hope For Justice (2018) 

SGS (annually)

More than a decade of ethical trade



We have several partners who:

Recycle and repurpose PPE and workwear

Guaranteeing that products avoid landfill

Including laundry and social enterprises

Circumventing waste to energy wherever possible

We’re currently engaged with two initiatives

Deliver genuine innovation and meaningful impact

Substantial financial and resource investment

Our commitment to circularity



‘Our goal is to establish a UK on shore supply 

chain to implement the closed loop recycling 

polyester fabrics and facilitate new servitisation

models, enabling a workwear circular economy’

Our commitment to circularity

‘We have a zero-waste approach to 

manufacturing.

Repurposing pre-consumer waste

Certified recycled and organic materials

Lower carbon, water and waste footprints than 

virgin materials

Transparent supply chain

Responsible garment production Innovative garment recycling



You’ll also be interested to know…..

We have several services to 

minimise customer deliveries 

to help to reduce emissions. 

These include vending services; 

delivery and packaging statistics 

and suggested consolidation 

activity to help optimise your 

order frequency

We can 

provide you 

with the 

emission data 

associated with 

your account

Our staff are given 

two days paid leave 

every year to 

volunteer and 

support the good 

causes that they’re  

passionate about

Over £250,000 

of product 

donated to help 

communities 

fights and 

recover from 

COVID

We’ve 

awarded 

£110,000 of 

COVID grants 

to 110 groups
1% of our pre-tax 

profits are 

donated to 

charties, 

communities and 

good causes 

every year 

Total donated to charity and 

community support groups 

(exc. COVID grants and 

donations) in 2019-20 

£535,500

Plus, £340,000 partnership 

support provided

We have a 

£100,000 

biodiversity 

project in 

planning now


